What does
a great legal
career look
like after
2020?

Like you,
we’re trying
to figure
that out.

Let’s do it
together.
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WHY
ORRICK?

1,100
Lawyers
Globally

25

Offices
Worldwide

10

Trainees

in London

TIER 1
FOR VENTURE
CAPITAL

BAND 1
FOR VENTURE
CAPITAL

VENTURE
#1
CAPITAL FIRM
IN EUROPE

Q2, 2021 (22 quarters in a row)

#4
FOR PRO BONO
INTERNATIONALLY

2020

ON
#15
FORTUNE 100
BEST COMPANIES

CHART YOUR
OWN COURSE
THAT’S THE PROMISE WE MAKE
TO OUR ASSOCIATES WORLDWIDE
Orrick focuses on serving the technology & innovation,
energy & infrastructure and finance sectors across key
markets globally. We provide clients with innovative
approaches to their most complex transactional,
litigation and regulatory matters.
If you are motivated by practising at a modern and
innovative global firm, but crave the teamwork, mentoring
and client contact that a smaller office offers, and want
to help drive positive change in the community,
Orrick is the firm for you.
TECHNOLOGY & INNOVATION
To compete in today’s market, every company must play in the tech
space. Orrick has built a platform to help businesses adapt and
thrive in the digital landscape. In London we provide advice
to tech companies at all stages of growth, as well as to investors
driving the ecosystem.

ENERGY & INFRASTRUCTURE
Our Energy & Infrastructure practice covers the full energy
spectrum—renewables, conventional energy, and oil & gas.
Our London team advises on transactions, projects,
trading, regulatory matters and disputes.

OUR STRATEGY
It’s pretty simple
FOCUS ON THE THREE
SECTORS DRIVING THE
GLOBAL ECONOMY:
Technology & Innovation,
Energy & Infrastructure
and Finance

Our tech clients include:
• Microsoft
• Pinterest
• Atomico
• Revolut
• Graphcore

“THEIR STRENGTH IS
THEIR MARKET
KNOWLEDGE.”
Chambers & Partners

Our work in E&I includes:
• Representing leading European funds investing in renewables,
such as Bluefield, BlackRock and NextEnergy
• Helping industry clients in the oil and gas sector structure
large-scale projects, LNG sales arrangements, and
energy-related M&A
• Working across all significant fuel sources

FINANCE

For over a century we’ve acted for leading financial institutions at
the forefront of innovation. Our London finance team has
broad experience advising on the English law aspects
of cross-border bank finance and project finance transactions.

MOST DIGITAL LAW FIRM
INNOVATIVE
2020
LAWYERS2019
EUROPE
FT has named Orrick
the Most Innovative
Law Firm in North America
three times and runner-up twice
(2016-2020)

On the cusp of innovation:
• Advising fintech companies and investors on digital currencies,
distributed ledger technology, ICOs, and artificial intelligence
• Providing litigation advice to the Big 4 accounting firms
• Advising Millicom International Cellular SA on its $1.65 billion
bridge financing to fund the acquisition of various
subsidiaries of Telefonica SA.

OUR

CLIENTS
INCLUDE

20%

of US and UK
tech unicorns

OUR CULTURE
CORE VALUES
We are fortunate to have inherited the core values
of excellence, teamwork, perseverance and
innovation – going back 150+ years to our roots in
California’s Gold Rush era. This history
informs the long-term perspective we bring to
our client advice. We’re equally grateful to work
with the most innovative companies worldwide,
paving the way for a more globally integrated,
technologically sophisticated future.

INNOVATION
Legal innovation inspires us. Orrick is pushing the boundaries
to improve legal workflow with human-centred design.
And we’re committed to leading it.
A big reason for this success is that we involve
everyone in innovating. As part of our commitment to innovation,
associates at Orrick receive up to 50 hours of bonus credit
annually for work on innovation-related projects.

DIVERSITY & INCLUSION
Inclusiveness is a core value that shapes
the way we run our firm. It’s part of our
daily conversation about investing in
talent, staffing our teams and measuring
our success. We are taking concrete steps
to make our firm and our profession more
inclusive. You’ll see it in our metrics and
our lawyer development and coaching
programmes – and you’ll feel it in our
culture.
Our global D&I programme is run by Darren
Teshima and Lorraine McGowen, the latter
recognized by Savoy as one of the most
influential black lawyers in the United
States. We also have a dedicated Women's
Initiative which supports women's career
development across the firm and promotes
diversity within senior management.
Orrick also has a long history of promoting
LGBTQ+ equality, both inside and outside
the firm. In 2020 we were involved in the US
Supreme Court's landmark ruling in Bostock
v. Clayton County, strengthening workplace
protections for LGBTQ+ employees across
the US.
Closer to home, we have several D&I
initiatives within the London office. Our
London D&I committee meets regularly
to support and promote a wide range of
events and initiatives, with recent activities
including supporting the annual Dive/In
event, celebrating International Women’s
Day and recognising Windrush Day.

We also have a London LGBTQ+ group
where LGBTQ+ lawyers and staff are able
to meet, network, and collectively share
their experience. The group, which also
works closely with our global network,
constitutes a safe and confidential space
to promote the wellness of LGBTQ+
individuals in the workplace. Additionally,
it actively contributes to the creation and
improvement of LGBTQ+ related policies in
collaboration with our D&I Committee
and Stonewall.
Inclusiveness is also key to how we recruit
in London. We are proud to partner with
Rare Contextual Recruitment, which helps
us ensure our trainee recruitment processes
are as fair and inclusive as possible. Rare
data allows us to contextualise candidates’
academics and experience to ensure we
are not missing out on talented individuals
who may have had a less privileged start in
life. Orrick was also a founding member of
the Reignite Academy, an organisation that
supports individuals returning to the legal
profession following a career break or time
spent out of the legal sector.

OUR
COMMUNITY
ORRICK IS CONSISTENTLY RANKED

PRO BONO

GLOBALLY AND IN THE UK FOR

The impact of our pro bono programme is broad. It is also one of
the most important ways we measure our professional success.
Our lawyers contributed more than 94,000 hours to pro bono
representation last year. That’s the equivalent of a 52-lawyer
practice group dedicated full-time to pro bono.

IN THE TOP 5 LAW FIRMS
PRO BONO CONTRIBUTIONS:

#4

for Pro Bono
Internationally

#5

2019

in the UK

survey of top
pro bono firms

2019

S CIAL

IMPACT

We have a recognized leading pro bono practice with almost 100%
of our lawyers in Europe and Asia supporting high impact pro
bono projects each year. Our lawyers work on a variety of matters
such as access to justice projects assisting marginalized and
disadvantaged individuals in our communities, innovative social
finance deals, and human rights reporting and research.
HIGHLIGHTED PROJECTS

THE GREECE COLLABORATIVE

INNOVATIVE
The UK and European offices of Orrick, in collaboration with a consortium
LAWYERS2019
of law firms, partner with the NGO European Lawyers in Lesvos (ELIL) to

EUROPE
provide much needed pro bono legal information and assistance to asylum
seekers residing in camps on the islands of Lesvos and Samos. This project
originally involved sending volunteer lawyers to the camps for two weeks at a
time, and now post COVID-19 volunteers do this work fully remotely.
Our lawyers help with preparing these vulnerable individuals for the asylum
interview process and also with family reunification applications.

UK ACCESS TO JUSTICE
Our London office runs three ongoing access to justice projects to
help vulnerable individuals in our local community. These are:

UK

Winner

Best New Pro Bono
Activity Award

2019



supporting adults with learning disabilities and mental health difficulties
with welfare benefits and charging appeals with Access;



advocating for terminally ill children and their families in areas of social
housing and community care with LawWorks and Together for Short Lives; and



assisting destitute detained immigrants to obtain the legal aid they
are entitled to with Bail for Immigration Detainees (BID UK).

These projects involve areas of law outside our usual expertise,
so comprehensive training and supervision by an expert lawyer
at our partner organisations is provided.

VOLUNTEERING &
FUNDRAISING
At Orrick we also provide meaningful opportunities for our lawyers and
staff to give back through non-legal volunteering and fundraising.
HIGHLIGHTED PROJECTS

ORRICK CARES
We also make a social impact together through Orrick Cares, a programme we launched in 2014
to foster collaboration among our lawyers, staff, clients and friends through volunteerism at
community events and nonprofits. Each office chooses local initiatives that matter to them, and
each team member can take one extra day of paid time off each year to volunteer for an Orrick
Cares activity of their choosing. When it comes to charitable giving, our team members have the
ability to decide where funds go.

CHANGE FOR CHARITY
With the launch of Change for Charity in 2019, employees can elect to have a small amount of
their pay deducted each month and at the end of the year, each office votes on a local charity
to contribute to, and the firm matches up to $50,000 globally. Last year, Change for Charity
supported over 20 organizations – including educational nonprofits, children’s advocacy
efforts, animal shelters and Doctors Without Borders. The firm also donated over $135,000 to
hunger relief, supporting 69 food banks and organizations in 22 cities globally.

SUSTAINABILITY
A clear and accountability-focused sustainability strategy is critical for a better global
environmental future. Sustaining the environment and preserving our planet’s
natural resources is a key value for Orrick, and we are committed to operating our firm in
a manner that reflects those values. It is also increasingly important to our clients how
their legal counsel perform on environmental and sustainability criteria. To achieve these
goals, we seek to conduct our business in a manner that reduces waste and reduces our
worldwide carbon footprint.
HIGHLIGHTED PROJECTS

GREEN @ ORRICK
Green @ Orrick is a global initiative that was launched in 2019. Each Orrick office
runs its own Green Committee that meets regularly to track progress and to
discuss further steps to make their day-to-day work more sustainable and
environmentally friendly.
In London we signed up to the Sustainable Recruitment Alliance in 2019 to
ensure all elements in our trainee recruitment process are sustainable and that
we can trace our suppliers’ green credentials. We are also a member of
PrintReleaf to help offset our paper usage.

YOUR TRAINING CONTRACT
WHAT TO EXPECT

The two-year training programme comprises six four-month seats, with
regular appraisals. This gives you the opportunity to gain a wide range
of practice group experience and work for many different clients.
Trainees can currently do seats in our following London practices:
 Antitrust / Competition

 Litigation & Dispute Resolution

 Banking & Finance

 International Arbitration

 Cyber & Privacy Advisory

 M&A and Private Equity

 Cyber & Privacy Litigation and Enforcement

 Restructuring

 Employment Law

 Tax & Incentives

 Energy & Infrastructure

 Technology Companies Group

You’ll have a real opportunity to
chart the course of your career.
Here’s how …

YOU’LL DO PRO BONO WORK

YOU’LL WORK IN SMALL TEAMS
 T
 his means more partner and client
contact and access to coaching
and mentoring.

 P
 ro bono work is among the most
important work we do. Our dedicated
Head of International Pro Bono and
Community Responsibility, based
in London, will help you find
projects that inspire you.

HEAR FROM

OUR TEAM
JOSHUA
BALLIN-GOLDSMITH
Trainee

University Attended: London South Bank
University
Training Contract Seats:
Tax and Incentives, M&A and Private Equity,
Cyber, Privacy and Data Innovation

Orrick’s sector focus capitalises on the major growth in the
technology and renewables space, whilst providing the
opportunity to work on pioneering transactions, alongside
truly exceptional lawyers. Orrick also fosters a collegiate
atmosphere which encourages all of its staff to bring their
personalities to work; trainees are valued for their input and
are continuously asked to contribute their thoughts on
technical matters, draft substantive documents and
manage client relationships.

LEARNING NEVER STOPS
 A
 s a trainee you will be assigned a
dedicated mentor to support you
throughout your training contract
alongside your seat supervisor. You’ll also
have regular appraisals with both your
supervisor and our Training Principal to
support your ongoing development.
 T
rainee led training: our trainee training
representatives take the lead in organising
bespoke sessions with associates and
partners on behalf of the wider
trainee intakes.

 O
 rrick University offers over 350
substantive legal and business skills courses
to help with your continual growth, both
professionally and personally. As you
advance from associate through to
managing and senior associate, you will also
attend academies with your global
colleagues. We also offer workshops in
leadership, teamwork, plain English writing,
business development and
mindfulness.

HANNA HEWITT
Trainee

University Attended: University of Bristol
Training Contract Seats: Complex Litigation and
Dispute Resolution, Technology Companies Group and Client Secondment

FIONA
JEFFERY-SINCLAIR
Trainee

University Attended: Nottingham Trent
University
Training Contract Seats: Technology Companies Group, International
Arbitration and Tax and Incentives

What I have loved about Orrick is the responsibility and
support I’ve received from my supervisors right from the
beginning. I’ve managed my own matters and been the main
point of contact for clients. I’ve been encouraged to
contribute my own ideas and suggestions which, far from
being overwhelming or intimidating, has really made me
feel a valued member of the team. I am as comfortable
asking questions and raising discussion with partners as
with associates. This is partially due to the six-seat structure
where I constantly interact with other teams and network
more than I think might be possible in more traditional
rotations. It’s great to be able to find the right person to
approach for advice and help. And in Orrick, it’s all part
of the culture.

I applied to Orrick because of its small trainee intake. It’s
been great to be part of a small intake as it brings with it a
higher level of responsibility and the ability to grow. It’s not
uncommon to be the only trainee in a department which
means you are very quickly integrated into the team and as
far as possible are treated equally with the junior lawyers in
the team when it comes to work. The amazing pro-bono
projects at Orrick, compliment the added responsibility you
are awarded as a trainee at the firm and are an invaluable
way for trainees to develop their skill set and confidence.

FIONA SHAJKO
NQ Associate (Competition and
Antitrust)

University Attended: University of Warwick
Training Contract Seats: M&A and Private
Equity, Complex Litigation and Dispute
Resolution, Employment, Technology
Companies Group and Competition and Antitrust

The six-seat structure at Orrick is excellent, and it sets our
training contract apart from those at other firms. It provides
a far broader learning experience, and it reveals how
different areas of practice connect with one another across
departments. Across all my seats partners and associates
have encouraged trainees to ask questions and will take the
time to provide a considered response, as well as practical
tips and advice. This really helps to provide context and a
greater understanding of the commercial background
to the work that we do and was instrumental in
making the transition to working from home during
the lockdown a seamless experience.

APPLYING TO
ORRICK
We hope you’re feeling inspired
to learn more about a career with
Orrick. Here’s the path to
explore more …
WHAT WE’RE LOOKING FOR
We look for individuals who want a high level
of responsibility from day one, enjoy
working in teams, are great at building
relationships, have the grit and
determination to persevere, and find
innovation and change exciting.
Inspire us with your diverse backgrounds
and interests, and tell us about the life
experiences and perspectives that shape
your worldview. We welcome bright,
talented graduates of any discipline who are
looking for a firm offering a broad-based
training contract. Applicants should have or
be on track to achieve a 2:1 (or above)
degree in any discipline.

VACATION SCHEME
The primary route to applying for a training
contract with us is to apply for a space on
one of our summer vacation scheme
programmes. Our vacation scheme offers
participants an opportunity to see the
London office of a U.S. law firm in action and
get an insight into what life as a trainee
would be like here.
During the two-week scheme you’ll spend
time in two practice groups, working on real
work alongside our trainees, associates and
partners. There will also be a variety of social

opportunities and events throughout the
scheme, giving you an opportunity to really
get to know our team.

TRAINING CONTRACT ONLY
We also offer a direct training contract
application route, designed primarily for
those who are unable to complete a vacation
scheme with us. This is part of our
commitment to ensuring equal access to
our opportunities – we recognise that not all
our applicants will be able to attend a
vacation scheme with us.

COMPENSATION AND SPONSORSHIP
Trainee salaries currently start at £45,000 for
the first year, rising to £49,000 in your
second year. Our NQ salary is currently
£120,000. We also offer a competitive
benefits package and a dedicated wellness
programme in London, including firm yoga
classes, and a variety of global and local
mental health initiatives.
We are currently in the process of
transitioning to the Solicitors Qualification
Exam admission route for our upcoming
trainee intakes. Our trainees will study a
bespoke course to prepare for the SQE, and
we will also cover the exam fees and provide
a maintenance grant.

KEY
DATES

1 October 2021

Applications open for Vacation Schemes
and Training Contract Only

31 January 2022

Vacation Scheme
applications close

March – April 2022

Vacation Scheme
Assessment Days

June – August 2022

Training Contract Only
Assessment Days

June – July 2022

Vacation Schemes

August 2022

Training Contract offers for both Vacation
Scheme and TC Only applicants

READY TO CHART YOUR OWN COURSE?
Go to orrick.com/careers/lawyer-job-opportunities to apply.

QUESTIONS? REACH OUT TO:
SUSHILA NAYAK

SOPHIA ELEFTHERIOU

Training Principal
+44 20 7862 4616
snayak@orrick.com

Connect with us on LinkedIn
linkedin.com/showcase/orrick-uk

Recruitment Manager
+44 20 7862 4671
Seleftheriou@orrick.com

Follow us on Twitter
@OrrickGradsUK
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Follow us on Instagram
@OrrickCareers

